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Introduction 

More than most countries, Sri Lanka depends on the irrigated production of paddy 
to feed its population. About two-thirds of the area devoted to paddy is irrigated, and 
irrigated areas produce 80% of the total rice crop. In developing tea, rubber and other 
plantations in Sri Lanka, the British colonial government created a food-deficit 
economy dependent upon imported rice. To overcome this colonial legacy and the 
resulting balance of payments problems, it has been important to increase' irrigated 
paddy production. Also, the intensification of agriculture is important for creating 

employment opportunities for Sri Lanka's growing population. 

Investment in irrigation, particularly large-scale irrigation, is of high priority in 
Sri Lanka. The Mahaweli ,cheme now being developed will irrigate 650,000 acres and 
serve some 250,000 families. Other schemes are being rehabilitated in order to expand 

irrigation development for 

the area served. In general, the productivity of water, a resource scarcer than land or 
labor, h.xs been less than possible and desirable (Chambers, 1)75). Thus water 
management is recognized as an important component of 

new and for old schemes. The importance of involving farmers in water management to 
improve water use efficiency and to get more equitable distribution has only in recent 
years been accepted by the Sri Lankan government. There are currently several 
experiments in Sri Lanka aimed at "promoting farmer participation in water 

management in large-scale irrigation schemes. 

This paper describes. one such experiment in promoting farmer participation in 
irrigation management, reports its initial successes, and offers a preliminary analysis of 
the reasons for the changes in farmer responsibility for better water utilization.' The 
experiment is located in the Left Bank area of the Gal Oya Irrigation Scheme in 

southeastern Sri Lanka. 
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I. 	 The Gal Oya Water Management Project
 

Large-scale irrigation began in Sri some
Lanka 2500 years ago. A distinguished 

ancient civilization was built upon the engineering and agricultural skills of Sri Lan!<ans 

(Brohier, 1934-5). In the 11th Century, King Parakramabahki, renowned for the 

development of irrigation works, decreed that "not one drop of water should run into 

the sea without being used." 

For reasons still not completely understood (Indrapala, 1971), the center of 

population shifted from Sri Lanka's Dry Zone to the Wet Zone in the southwest of the 

island after the 4th century. With this shift, the great irrigation works fell into disuse. 

After British rule was established in the 19th century, small-scale irrigation declined 

.also, at least in part due to the undermining of the village council (Gamsabhawe) 

';:ystem. While somie efforts to revive the irrigation systems began in British time 

XRoberts, 1967), it was not until after 1931, when a measure of s'elf-government was 

-established, that serious efforts to reestablish irrigation systems in the Dry Zone began 

1K. M. de Silva, 1981). 

At the time of Independence in 1948, the government embarked upon con.-truction 

in the southeastern portion of the country of the Gal Oya Irrigation Scheme, then the 

largest scheme in Sri Lanka (only the completed Mahaweli scheme will be larger) (see 

Map). The main reservoir, the Senanayake Samudra (named after the first Prime 

Minister, the prime mover in the construction of the system), can hold 770,000 acre

feet of water. The system irrigates more than 120,000 acres and serves more than 

30,000 farm families. The command area is divided into three parts: the Left Bank, 

the Right Bank, and the River Division. 
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Except for the River: Division lands and the coastal regions, the Gal Oya area was 
largely unpopulated prior to development of the scheme. Sinhala settlers were brought 

from many places in the Wet Zone and settled in the head and middle areas while 
Tamil-speaking farmers from nearby East Coast villages were given land close to their 

villages in the tail of the system. 

The Gal Oya system is not only large, it is also very difficult to manage. There is 
no uniformity in channel length and many channels are serpentine. In much of the area, 
soils are poorly suited to irrigated paddy cLcivation and, because soils vary, water 
requirements vary. 1 Too, there are often water shortage problems because the 
catchment area yields less water than expected; the reservoir rarely fills more than 
halfway and has spilled only twice since it was completed in 1952. The command area 

•Zoday is far larger than planned for. The original design for the Gal Oya System 

provided for 42,000 irrigated acres in the Left Bank area. theCurrent estimates place 


left Bank irrigated a_-ea 
 at more than 60,000 acres. This increase has been due to 
.: !-armers bringing to more40 50 percent land under irrigation. Such an action might 
.otherwise be hailed, were there enough water to serve the entire area. In addition, 

:from lack of maintenance and other problems, structures and channels have greatly 

deteriorated in the thirty years since settlement began. As a consequence of these 
changes and the shortage of water, the lowest third of the Left Bank area is essentially 

rainfed. 

In 1978, when USAID and the Government of Sri Lanka analyzed areas in which
 
AID's assistance 
 might be must useful, it was determined that water management 

deserved high priority. AID agreed to provide funding and technical assistance to the 
Irrigation Department for physical rehabilitation of one or more irrigation systems, to 
be accompanied by strengthened institutional arrangements to improve water 
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management in the rehabilitated systems. The Irrigation Department proposed the Gal 

Oya system for rehabilitation, perhaps because ir was the largest and most in need of 

rehabilitation. The Gal Oya Left Bank, the oldest, largest, and most deteriorated part 

of the system was chosen as the place to begin. 

The initial project documentation saw "wasting" of by farmers water in the head 
areas as the primary water management problem. 2 The suggested solution was 
enforcement by the Irrigation Department of rules and laws designed to control farmer 
behavior. In fact, the way head area farmers used water is in large part a response to 

the unpredictable conditions under which the system operated (Wijayaratne, et al. 
1982), Deficiencies in main system management could also be demonstrated (Murray-

Rust, 1983). 

Experience in other countries suggested that farmer participation would help in 
water management and rehabilitation. Therefore, provision for introducing farmer 

organization was added to the project. Responsibility for developing a "model" for 

farmer organization and for "testing" the model was delegated to the Agrarian 
Research and Training Institute (ARTI) in Colombo. Because hadARTI limited 

experience in water management, the Rural Development Committee at Cornell 

University was asked to work with ARTI in a role of developing institutional capacity. 

In addition, ARTI undertook to monitor the effects of the rehabilitation activities on 

system performance, agricultural production, and farmer welfare. ARTI-Cornell 

coooperative work began in September, 1979. 

The ARTI Farmer Organization Program 

In January 1980, during the first visit to the field to plan for farmer organization, 

it became apparent that relations between the farmers and Irrigation Department 
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offic3rs were strained. Having the latter organize farmers according to some 
prescribed "model," even if given the force of law, was not likely to succeed (Uphoff, 

1982). 

The National Irrigation Administration in the Philippines had been very successful 
in organizing farmers to participate in irrigation system rehabilitation and water 

management in small systems with the help of Community Organizers. 3 Group 
Organizers had been t sed in Lhe FAO-supported Small Farmers Development 

Programme in Nepal and other Asian countries. ARTI and Cornell researchers felt that 
the effort to get farmer participation in system rehabilitation and in subsequent 

operation and maintenance was most likely to succeed if "catalysts" similar to the 
Community Organizers and Group Organizers were recruited to work in Gal Oya. 

Further, because of the complexity of the Gal Oya system and the variations 
-within it, it was decided to adopt a "learning process" approach (Korten, 1980) rather 

±han develop a single "model" to be replicated throughout the scheme. This approach 

called for an intervention strategy that would be modified in response to the situation 

as it developed. 

The strategy adopted was to field catalyst agents called Institutional Organizers 
(1Os) who live with the farmers. The Institutional Organizers were expected to meet 
farmers individually explaining to farmers possible roles and improvements and to 
obtain first-hand information on irrigation and water management problems. The 
Institutional Organizers then were to meet farmers in small groups and encourage them 
to undertake self-help activities such as cleaning and desilting field channels and 
repairing village roads. It was expected that greater understanding and cordiality would 
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develop among farmers. After the initial group action phase, Institutional Organizers 

helped arrange a meeting of farmers in a small hydrologically defined area, usually a 

field channel with about 15-20 farmers. At this meeting the value of organizing 

themselves to manage their water and to settle problems and conflicts was discussed. 

Usually after one or two meetings informal farmer organizations were set up. By 

consensus, farmer: would select one of the tofarmers serve as the Farmer 

Representative. (If it was a larger area, they might choose two or three Farmer Reps.) 

It was expected that these Farmer Representatives would be the link with the Irrigation 

Department and other officials, and would take the initiative in organizing water 

management activ....s and resolving conflicts. 

Three broad func:ions were defined for the farmer organizations. These were: (1) 

improved operation and maintenance performance by the farmers in those areas for 

which they had responsibility or which they could handle more effectively than could 

the Irrigation Department (ID), 4 (2) solving conflicts among farmers over water, and (3) 
improving communications and relations between the Irrigation Department and the 

farm ers. 

Because the organizations were to be the farmers' organizations, not ARTI's or 

the ID's, many of the details, including decisions about what farmers were to be 

included, what the functions of the organization would be, and the powers and 

responsibilities of the Farmer Representatives were left to the farmers. Also, in the 

spirit of the "learning process" approach, many of the details of working with farmers 

were left to the Institutional Organizers. It was planned that detailed records of the 

intervention would be kept so that the most effective intervention strategies could be 

subsequently ascertained. 
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The initial plan was for each institutional Organizer to be assigned to a 
hydrologically-defined area consisting usually of 3 or 4 field channels and 60 - 100 

farmers. We found later that a larger area could be assigned and the second and 

succeeding batches of Institutional Organizers were given larger areas, usually 6 - 7 

field channels and 100 - 200 farmers. 

A key element in the intervention. strategy was that the Institutional Organizers 

were fielded in teams to cover large areas (10 - 30 field charineis and 200 - 600 

farmers). They could adjust individual assignments within their areas and were 

encouraged to become familiar with the areas of other team members. Most 

importantly, the teams were asked to discuss their individual experiences and 

difficulties in regular group meetings, as a front-line problem-solving strategy. This 

approach had two desirable effects. First, the team problem-solving approach set an 

example for the farmer groups in how to tackle problems. Second, the team discussions 

provided much of the leedback necessary for the "learning process" approach. These 

:discussions partially compensated for the difficulties in supervision of the programme 

:rom ARTI located in Colombo on the other side of the island. 

I. Responses to the Farmer Organization Program 

In March 1981 the first batch of 32 Institutional Organizers was fielded in Gal Oya 

Left Bank. They had received two weeks of training cn concepts and strategies of 

farmer organization, followed by four weeks of field training in Gal Oya. A second 

batch was fielded in September 1982, a third batch in March 1983 (most of them 

replacing initial 1Os who had left the program for more permanent jobs), and a fourth in 

October, 1983. 
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The initial organizing area covered 71 field channels, 1686 farmers, and 5,500 

acres. Subsequently the organizing area was extended by another 9,500 acres. The 

total area covered at the end of October, 1983, was 15,000 acres. The area covered so 

far is located in the head and middle areas of the system and is largely restricted to 

Sinhala-speaking farmers. coverWe plan to an additional 11,000 acres at the tail of the 

system which is inhabited by Tamil-speaking farmers. 

When the firs: batch of Institu,,,ti, ,.,ganizers was specificfielded, activities 

and strategies for :he farmer groups thein three areas of interest -- operation and 

maintenance, con-x.*:t resolution, and improving relations with the Irrigation 

Department - had not been determined but were oniy generally mapped out; specific 

measures were theleft for Institutional Organizers to work out with the farmers. It 

was expected that for the first three months after being fielded, Institutional 

Organizers would only study their assigned areas without attempting to influence the 

farmers. Such study based on conversations, observation and constructing a "profile" on 

'each field channel area was to form the basis for formulating strategies. 

However, shortly after the first batch arrived in the field, it became apparent 

that this Yala (dry) season would be unusually water short. At the request theof 

Institutional Organizers, ARTI deferred work on the profiles in favor of beginning water 

management activities with the farmers immediately. The experiences of that first 

season led to a set of water management activities that dealt with the problems in Gal 

Oya. Although modificaticns have been made (usually by farmers) in specific cases, the 

general programme of water management activities for farmer groups developed then 

has evolved into a strategy for irrigation improvement. Each of the three major areas 

is addressed separately. 



A. Operation and Maintenance of Field Channels 

Three activities were fouhd to be necessary and appropriate for farmer 
organizations in Gal Oya: (1) cleaning (mostly desilting) and maintaining field channels, 
(2) rotating water along the field channel to ensure that tail-end fields get their share 
of water, and (3) saving water by closing the field channel turnout when enough water 
has been received so that water can be sent farther down the system. 

According to the rules prevailing before the farmer organization program began, 
every farmer was responsible for cleaning a specified section of his field channel at the 
beginning of each season. In fact, these responsibilities were rarely fulfilled. Many 
channels were clog--ed and in disrepair, and badly needed to be desilted so that water 
could flow more efficiently. Without any organization to do the work all at once, the 
benefits of individual action could not be seen. Also, head-enders neglecting to deslit 

their section of field channel benefited by getting more water. 

To solve this problem, the Institutional Organizers adopted the strategy of getting
 
-the farmers 
to organize shramadana (gift of labor) work groups to clean the channels. 
Shramadana is a traditional method of mobilizing labor for community projects in rural 
Sri Lankan. villages. It enjoys some religious signific.nce, often having been orgalized
 
by the village priest in the 
past. But in Gal Oya as a settlement scheme, traditional 
social customs figured less prominently in people's lives. In 1981, once the Institutional
 
Organizers began working with the farmers, 
about two-thirds of the field channels in 
the program area were cleaned by shramadana labor. Since that time this practice has 
been maintained. Statistics collected in April 1983 showed that of a sample of 33 
farmer groups, 71% reported cleaning all or parts of their channels by shramadana since 
the formation of farmer organizations while only 23% reported using shramadana labor 

even once during the preceding 30 years. 
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Channel cleaning with shramadana has proven to be moremuch effective than 
individuals cleaning separate sections of the channel. According to farmer reports, 
some of the cleaned channels had not been properly maintained for 15 to 20 years. In 
January 1983, one of the second batch of Institutional Organizers convinced the farmers 

along one channel to clean it, for the first time that anyone there could remember. A 
30-foot tree with huge roots in the bed of the channel testified to the long period of 
neglect. (This channel was in a "transition" area between head and tail, and thus 
between Sinhalese and Tamil farmers; 15 Tamil and 12 Sinhalese households 

participated in the shramadana.) 

In the April 1933 survey, 9001 of the farmers claimed they had been "satisfied" 
with channel cleaning before farmer organizations; while 97% reported such 

satisfaction since the formation of farmer organizations. We feel the "satisfaction" 

prior to the program may be misleading since numerous farmers interviewed said things 
like, "Prior to the farmer organization program we had no shramadana campaigns. Each 

farmer was allotted a portion of the channel. Some farmers cleaned their portions but 
others did not ... The situation changed completely after the farmer organization 

program ...During seasonthe last Ya!a all members of the farmer organization got 
together and we had a shramadana campaign (to clean the channel). All of the farmers
 
on the channel participated. Those farmers who 
 could not come participated by 

supplying tea and snacks to the workers." An Irrigation Department employee 

responsible for operating field channel gates and checking on tertiary maintenance 

reported, "Another important activity of the farmer organization is cleaning and 
maintenance of the field channel through shramadana. Because of the unity of the 
farmers it is very easy to organize shramadanas now. In my area, there were several 

shramadana campaigns (preceding the 1983 Yala season)." 
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Shramadana labor is used fornot solely channel cleaning. Since the farmer 
organization program began, various organiza.tions have used shramadana labor to 
perform other maintenance tasks, including building check structures, repairing bunds, 
and repairing bund roads. The survey conducted in April 1983 indicated that in the 
organized area, fully 54% of all maintenance activities other than channel cleaning 
(including such minimal activities as cutting branches of trees overhanging the road and 
repairing damage caused by one man's cattle) were performed by shramadana labor, 
whereas shramadanas were the exception rather than the rule prior to farmer 

organizations. 

In addition, sar=-madana labor is used to solve specific problems outside the 
normal maintenance responsibilities of the farmers.' For example, in January 1983, the 
imembers of a farmer organization used shramadana labor to clean a very long field 
"channel that was supsed to be maintained by the Irrigation Department but which had 
.not been adequately cleaned for several years. When the desilting of a distributary 
4channel during rehabilitation at one location decreased the water flow into one of the
 
:feld channels, the farmer organization talked with the Irrigation Department officer in
 
'charge of the area 
 and obtained his permission and technical advice to build a stone
 
check structure in the distributary channel with shramadana labor.
 

In 1981 when the program started, the Institutional Organizers found that on 
virtually every field channel there were some farmers who experienced water 
shortages. Such shortages are prevalent during all Yala (dry) seasons and some Maha 
(rainy) seasons, even in the head areas of the system where the first Institutional 
Organizers were assigned. As noted already, the as1981 well as 1982 Yala seasons 
were particularly water short; at the beginning of both seasons, the main reservoir was 

at or below one-quarter of its capacity. 
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To remedy these problems, the Institutional Organizers encouraged farmers to set 

up simple rotations along their channels thatfield to*ensure all farmers, particularly 

the tail-end farmers, received adequate water. In addition, they suggested that farmers 

could help others farther down the system by consciously trying to save water. 

Specifically the 1Os thatsuggested farmer, organizations could afford to take water 

during only four or even three days of the normal five-day rotational issue in order to 

send the extra water down the system during the remaining day or two of their turn. 

A survey of the 56 organizations created in the first six weeks found that one

quarter of the farmer groups had instituted both water rotations on their field channels 

and water saving for others. One-quarter had undertaken water saving only. (On their 

channels rotations were not needed because the water supply was ample.) Three

eighths had set up systems of water rotation without attempting to save water, and only 

one-eighth had no: made any change in .their practices. 5 About 20 percent of the 

Jarmer organizations that instituted rotations did not sustain them throughout the 

season, either because water conditions improved or because they could not maintain 

agreement. At the end of the season, half the groups still had rotations and half were 

saving water for others. 6 

Since the system had deteriorated, almost no gates could be properly closed and 

locked; mud, straw, and tree stumps were used by farmers to cut off water flows. In 

practically all where savingcases water was agreed to on an experimental basis, the 

farmers had more than adequate water for the crops. Some of the efforts to save water 

were undercut because certain other farmers (using drainage water) found that better 

water management by the farmers on the field channels was reducing flows into the 

drainage channels, by as much as 50 percent. There were instances where such 

drainage-area farmers came and cut bunds or opened gates that had been closed to save 

water for downstream farmers. 
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During Yala 1982 the number of groups attempting rotations increased. In the 
April 1983 survey, fully 7390 of the groups reported that they had instituted rotations 
for the 1982 Yala season although many did not sustain them season.the full Water 
saving, however, was less common since the 1982 Yala season was more water short 
than 1981. (The Irrigation Department issued less water in the main channels.) In April 
1983, members of 82% of the groups reported plans to institute rotations for that Yala 
season. During several seasons, farmer organizations on a number of particularly 
complex di:tributary channels instituted a rotation among field channels so that they 
could increase the head water the fieldof in channels so as to reach better the tail 

p.irtions of those field channels. 

There has been general satisfaccion with the rotations among those groups that 
-have been able to sustain them. One farmer reported, "The farmer organizations 
.ecided that during each five days' issue (for a channel) farmers of the head-end should 

:get water in the first two thendays and promptly seid water to the tail-end for the 
,:nex-t three The ofdays. system rotation has been successfully operated for three 

seasons (1981-83)." 

The success of these efforts at organizing farmers for water management stems 
.from the group approach taken by the Institutional Organizers. By getting the farmers 
to talk about their water problems in groups, the Institutional Organizers able towere 


create a "public space" devoted 
to water problems. In public, individual farmers could 
not maintain resistance to cooperation. For example, if a tail-end farmer with a water 
problem would go privately to a'he~d-end farmer to ask him to reduce his offtake, the 
head-end farmer could simply ignore the tall-end farmer or make his cooperation 
dependent on the simultaneous cooperation of all other head-end farmers. Once the 
problem is aired in public with all farmers present, cooperation among the farmers can 



be directly agreed upon and any farmer who resists risks public exposure of his 

unconcern for his neighbor's crops, a particularly censorious situation in a Buddhist 

society which teaches the sanctity of all life, including that of crops. 

A similar dynamic seems to explain the effectiveness of shramadanas for cleaning 

field channels and other maintenance work. For example, a farmer at the head-end of a 

field channel may have no need to clean.the channel since he gets adequate water even 

without cleaning. When the channel is to be cleaned by shramadana that head farmer 

faces group pressure zo help others by contributing to the work. As one farmer put it, 

"Through the farmer organization program, it has been possible for shramadana 

campaigns to be organ.-ized to clean up field channels, (repair) bunds, roads, etc. Earlier 

we did not have shrama.dana activities. Previously, channel cleaning was done on an 

individual basis. The Ve! Vidane (a farmer appointed or elected to oversee various farm 

activities in a large area) allocated sections of the canal to each farmer for cleaning. 

.Some farmers cleaned their sections haphazardly and some neglected to clean their 

parts of. the channel. Now there is no possibility for farmers to neglect their 

responsibilities." 

The creation of the role of Farmer Representative also helped by providing a 
focal point for group action. The basic functions of a Farmer Representative as 

conceived by the researchers and by most of the farmer organizations were to convene
 

meetings, oversee 
and enforce rotations and meet with other Representatives and/or 

officials to discuss problems. No legal powers have been given to Farmer 

Representatives; their power consists solely of the influence they have on their fellow 

farmers. Yet once appointed, most Farmer Representatives have begun to take 

responsibility !or improving water distribution. One Farmer Representative put it thus, 

"As Farmer Representative I make an attempt to distribute water in the field channel 
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equitably to all farmers. In times when there is a shortage of water, I go to thesee 

Maintenance Overseer (a low-level Irrigation Department employee) explainand the 

problem to him. I have been successful in getting water to the field channel." Another 

Farmer Representative noted, "I am a farmer at the tail-end and this fact probably 

influenced the other farmers to appoint me Farmer Representative. As a farmer at the 

tail-end they thought that I would be motivated to be sure water gets to the tail." 

Also with the Farmer Representative as leader or organizer, various maintenance 

projects, such as improving channels, fixing bund roads, etc. could be undertaken. Ideas 

for controlling car:ie on the bunds could be acted upon. Merely creating this role thus 

stimulated local iniriati;ve and increased local capacity to solve problems. 

Neither group action nor the farmer representative role really concepts.are new 

-The traditional shr..aa-_na practice, however, for several reasons was not often used in 

Gal Oya. First, there are no well-defined settlements in Gal Oya. Houses are scattered 

-and the administrative units - called colony units or villages - are nothing more than 

administrative entities, still bearing numbers rather than names, after 20 years. They 

do not reflect ecological, economic or sociological units. Second, the settlers of Gal 

Oya arrived from various parts of the island, and as no attempt was made to create 

communal spirit among them, no local traditions of communal work or responsibility 

were formed. (Abeyratne, 1982). 

The farmer representative role resembles the traditional role of Vel Vidane (field 

leader) made familiar to students of irrigation by Leach's study of Pul Eliya (1961). 

There is also in existence a national system of elected or appointed farmer leaders 

called Yaya Palaka (tract director). This system has not been effective in mobilizing 

farmer participation in operation and maintenance in Gal Oya for two reasons: the 
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areas that the Yaya Palakas represent are too large and diverse, and the Yay Palakas 
are generally associated with political parties and political interests. 

The innovation introduced by the Institutional Organizers was applyto these 
concepts to water problems faced in common by a small group of farmers sharing a 
single water source  the field channel. Because the group is small, the farmers can 
manage their affairs informally, and because the members share a single resource, they 
can effectively solve the problems associated with that resource. In addition, they can 
control their Farmer Representatives. Institutional Organizers have reportedThe 


several cases where 
 zhe members of an organization have replaced their Farmer 
Representative because he was dishonest or lazy. The net effect has been a large 
increase in local capaczfy to solve problems and take initiatie. 

As discussed more under the third activity heading, this structure has 
subsequently been extended upward in a "bottom up" manner. Representatives of field 
channels of! long and complex distributaries already the first season began coordinating 
and rotating water distribution among field channels, as noted above. These informal 
organizations are being regularized into standing committees with recognized 
responsibilities for all distributary areas now. At a higher level grouping 10-15
 
distributaries 
 in a hydrologically-defined service area, Farmer Representatives have
 
been holding meetings every month or so 
with government staff in their area. Problems
 
which can be resolved at that level, with 
 resources controlled by the stafr and/or
 
farmers, are tackled 
 by consensus. At the District level, Farmer. Representatives 
chosen by their peers from each large service attendarea meetings of the District 
Agriculture Committee, hitherto composed only of district-level officials. Farmer 
Representatives recognize that this is an opportunity to have two-way communication 
about problems from the farm level to the district headquarters (kachcheri) and back, 
though it has not yet become as systematic and effective as desirable. 
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B. Resolution of Conflicts Over Water
 

The farmer organizations have also succeeded 
 in reducing the numbers and 
severity of conflicts over water theirwithin areas. Of the farmers who responded to 
the April 1983 survey, 49% reported the existence of conflicts prior to the formation of 
farmer organizations but only 17% reported conflicts since that time. Speaking of the 
situation prior to the formation of farmer organizations, one farmer said, "There were a 
lot of conflicts among farmers over water. Sometimes farmers would stay awake till 

morning guarding their poles (offtakes to fields)." 

The reduction in conflicts is a consequence of the creation of the "public space." 
Most of the conflic:s centered on the actions of some farmers to close off the inlets to 
other farmers' fields or of farmers to build check structures in the channels to increase 

-the flow into their own fields without consulting farmers downstream. The problems 
that led farmers to these actions are precisely those that the farmer organizations 

-address with their rotations and maintenance activities. 

In addition, there has been a .significant change in the means adopted to have
 
conflicts settled. 
 The farmers surveyed in April 1983 stated that earlier, 45% of
 
conflicts 
 were referred to government agencies for solution, 14% were simply not 
resolved, and theonly remaining 39% were referred to other farmers or to Yaya 
Palakas for resolution. Since farmer organizations were created, .57% of conflicts are 
referred to the farmer organization, to farmers in general, or to the Farmer 
Representative, 39% to government officers (this figure includes referrals to 
Institutional Organizers), and only 4% are left unresolved. 
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C. Communication Between Farmers and the Irrigation Department 
When work began in Gal Oya, we soon discovered that many Irrigation Department 

officers held rather negative stereotypes of farmers -- as lazy, uncooperative, always 
quarreling, ungrateful, irresponsible, etc. In the eyes of Irrigation Department officers, 
farmers' duties were to maintain their field channels (this is stated in the Irrigation 
Ordinance), to obey the rules and laws governing water use, not to "waste" water, to 
cooperate whenever the Irrigatiori Department asked for their help, and to accept 
officers' explanations, e.g., that what the farmers asked was impossible to allow for 
technical reasons. The Irrigation Department's attitude was that it could and would 
deliver enough water to the field channels and it was then simply a matter of farmers' 
using the water correctly. Understandably some officers paint an unflattering picture 
of farmers when they hear farmers complain about ID service at public meetings, when 
farmers break bunds and structures, when officers a.e beset by requests for special 
help, and when farmers regularly attempt to modify Irrigation Department decisions by 

complaining to politicians. 

Subsequently we found that the farmers held similar unflattering ideas about 
.Irrigation Department officers. The farmers generally expect the Department to 
respond positively to requests for help or when problems are reported. They are 
understandably displeased when ID officials claim that they cannot help because it is
 
contrary to regulations or 
 for some other bureaucratic reason. Since a great many
 
farmers have problems with water in Gal Oya, the attitude of many 
officers'that most 

of the problems are caused by farmers is unhelpful. 7 The lack of appreciation forofficers shown by farmers is understandable. At the Cultivation Meetings of farmers 
and officers held prior to each season, it was a regular occurrence for farmers to 
complain about the lack of service and help given by the Irrigation Department 

(Murray-Rust and Moore, 1983). 
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One farmer, who is both a Farmer Representative and a Yaya Palaka, described 
the situation like this, "lIr those days farmers wasted going ina lot of time search of 
officers (to solve problems such as broken bunds, lack of field intakes, etc.). Even as a 
Yaya Palaka when I went to see officers, they would say, 'We can't do anything today, 
come tomorrow.' When I went the next day, the officers would not be there and I have 
wasted my time. Even if I met the officers, the problem would not be solved. It would 

take a long time to get problems solved." Another farmer explained, "Prior to the 
farmer organization program, officers paid no toheed the problems of the farmers. 

There was a big distance between officers and farmers. Decisions were made at the 
Cultivation Meetings without any reference to farmers. Therefore these decisions were 

not implemented by farmers." 

As a result of the farmer organization program. olilcers come tohave regard 
Jarmers more highly and are more willing to cooperate with farmers. In turn, farmers 
-have shown themselves more willing to listen to officials, to take better care of the 
:system, and to cooperate in other ways. In the April 1983 survey of farmers, 610,%felt 
'That there had been a change for the better in the attitude of Irrigation Department
 
officers. Fully 70% 
 felt that relations between farmers and officers were better than 
belore. A majority of the Irrigation officials surveyed a month later also felt there had 

been an inprovement in relations. 

The mere existence of farmer organizations and of Farmer Representatives is a 
major reason for this change in attitude. Before the farmer organization program, a 
farmer might come to an Irrigation Department official to ask for help. Often, 
satisfying his request meant possibly harming other farmers, leading to complainis and 
criticisms. In other cases, satisfying the request required use of scarce funds or other 
resources. Even if resources were sufficient to satisfy one request, acceding to one 
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could lead to a flood of similar requests. In these circumstances, officials were 

understandably unresponsive to many requests. 

Once an organization has been created and a spokesman selected, the official can 
differentiate between requests that originate from a single individual and requests that 
have the backing of all of the farmers on a channel. He can determine whether 
satisfying the request will offend other farmers. In addition, he can call upon the labor 

resources of the farmer organization to supplement his own meager resources. As 
mentioned earlier, when the farmers of one channel complained that rehabilitation had 

lowered the water level in the distributary channel so that they had difficulty getting 
water into their fE-1 channel, one officer gave permission and provided technical 

advice on building a stone check structure in the channel by means of shramadana labor. 

Before farmer organizations, he would have had to get the structure built with 
Irrigation Department. funds and labor, and that would have taken much time and effort. 

In addition, the existence of farmer organizations and Farmer Representatives has 
led to better and more direct communications between officia!s and farmers. Now 
officials and farmers know whom to talk to to get messages across. The improvement
 

in communication 
 has" led to an increased appreciation of each other's problems and 
constraints. Because they get more cordial hearings than do individual farmers 

speaking for themselves and because they can speak with some assurance of backing 

from other farmers, Farmer Representatives are now quite willing to speak directly to 
officials whereas in the past they often waited for the twice-yearly Cultivation 

Meetings or relayed their demands through politicians and other government officers. 

In addition, the farmers themselves have created new avenues of communication. 

As noted above, the Farmer Representatives in different areas in thc Gal Oya Left 
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Bank have been holding "monthly" meetings to which they invite Irrigation Department 
and other office. s to discuss farmers' problems. 8 These meetings are different in one 
important respect from other meetings between officials and farmers: they are 
initiatea and chaired by farmers. IOs do not organize the meetings or set the agenda. 

The change in attitude and communication is reflected in officers' statements 
like, "They (the farmers) understand the problems faced by the Irrigation Department 
officials better," and "Nov. they (the farmers) are able to differentiate between the 
responsibilities held by themselves and by the department. They feel that they should 
assist the officers." One engineer said, "The farmer organizations have been truly 
helpful. Through these (monthly) meetings it has been possible for farmers to come out. 
with their views and it has been possible for us (Irrigation Department staff) to explain 
to farmers our views. Earlier, farmers viewed suggestions from officials with disdain 
and sometimes with anger. Now it is different. Farmers have learned to look at 
problems from different angles. It is also very easy for us to reach farmers through the 

.Farmner Representatives." 

Farmers' statements agree. For example one farmer said, "since the farmer 
organization program began, it has been possible for farmers to refer their problems to
 
officers directly (i.e. rather 
than through politicians). These (monthly) meetings have 

also resulted in establishing more cordial links with officers." 

The improvement in and importance of direct communication between farmers 
and officers was recognized officially when the Government Agent of the district 
(equivalent to the District Collector in India) invited the farmers to choose a few of 
their Farmer Representatives to sit on the District Agricultural Committee. This 
committee, consisting of the district heads of all government agencies concerned with 
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agriculture, makes many important decisions, including determining the basic pattern of 

water issues for the whole Gal Oya system. 9 The Government Agent issued his 
invitation for farmers to be represented on the District Agricultural Committee 

because he was impressed with the seriousness and articulation of the Farmer 

Representatives. 

III. Contributions of the Catalyst Agents 

As indicated already, the institutional Organizers did not bring entirely new ideas 
to the situation in Gal Oya. The concepts of action,group shramadana, and farmer 

representatives were already understood by farmers in Gal Oya because of their 

existence in rural Sri Lanka. 

The Institution=,1 Organizers' contribution was to encourage and adapt the 
application of these pre-existing ideas to water management at the farm and field 

channel level in Gal Oya. As one farmer said, "The Institutional Organizers first came 
... to my home and inquired whether allotment 22/130 was mine. Thereafter they came 

very often. At these visits they explained that farmers waste a lot of water and that it 
flows down the drainage canal. This deprives many farmers of water. They also said 
that unity and cooperation among farmers should be fostered by forming farmer 
organizations ... (At the first meeting, an Institutional Organizer) said that officers 

should know about farmers' problems and that this could best be done by appointing 

farmer representatives." 

This description of the 1O role does not seem to be, however, a sufficieni 

explanation for the quick progress of the program. The basic ideas were familiar to the 
farmers, and most of government staff were the same ones who had been there all 
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along.10 As we have reported, the level of collective action to improve water 

management, which was in the farmers' interest, was low. Why were "catalyst" agents, 

the Institutional Organizers, necessary? Some reasons can be suggested on the basis of 

ideas put forward by Olson (1965), though other considerations also figure in." 

A. Impetus for Organization
 

First, participation in an organization requires time and 
 energy. If a farmer 
organization holds regular meetings to discuss problems, every member must be willing 

to commit time to those meetings and to shramadana and other group activities. In 
addition, some me.-.,e-s must give up privileges they have by reason of their favored 
locations on the field channel. Their only return is social credit for being cooperative. 

As documented above, whatever rewards have been great enough that in the program 

,area in Gal Oya, farme-s have been willing to pay these costs. 

However, the creation of a farmer organization requires .nuch additional time and 
•elfort from somebody. Also, there is no assurance that the effort will succeed. 12 A 
field channel organization could easily fail if head-end farmers refuse to cooperate or if 

there are numerous "free riders" who do not participate in shramadana activities. In 
light of these difficulties, farmers in Gal Oya were not willing to take upon themselves 

the costs of creating organizations. 

It has been the Institutional Organizers who have taken on the organizing duties 
and given the time and energy necessary to create the organizations, in other words, 

whohaveassumedthe"start-up" costs,) In fact, the Institutional Organizers had to take 

a more direct role in organizing farmers than envisioned at the beginning of the 
program. They have had to be involved in organizing shramadanas and meetings among 

the farmers as well as in acting as intermediaries between officers and farmers. For 

http:along.10
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example, when a sample of farmers was asked in April 1983 why they joined a farmer 
organization, 57% responded with some statement about how it would solve their 
problems, but 22% said that they joined because the Institutional Organizer asked them 
to. 1 3 Also, 55% of the respondents to a question about who organized channel cleaning 
for 1983 Yala mentioned the Institutional Organizer alone or along with the farmer 

organization or Farmer Representative. 

We would note, however, that farmers recognize the Institutional Organizers have 
no ultimate responsibility for these organizational tasks. In the same survey, 
Institutional Organizers were mentioned by very few respondents (606 or less) when 
asked who should take responsibility for various operation and maintenance tasks. 

There may be a second reason why Institutional Organizers were so useful in Gal 
Oya. One of the primary benefits of forming a farmer organization is to get better 
cooperation from the Irrigation Department officers. If only one small group of 
farmers creates its own organization, it is not likely to receive Irrigation Department 
recognition. Without such recognition we believe the farmers will not find it 
worthwhile to create and maintain an organization. Indeed, in the original planning of 
the program, we underestimated the importance to the farmers of officials' 
cooperation. The Institutional Organizers because of their activity and their status, 
guaranteed some sort of official recognition and cooperation for the farmer 

organizations and Farmer Representatives. 

A third reason had to do more with factors intrinsic to the settlement scheme 
situation (Abeyratne, 1982). Gal Oya, like most irrigated settlement schemes, had 
brought in people from all parts of the country, settlers of different geographical 
origin, ethnicity, caste, religion and so on. This heterogeneity to ahas contributed 
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continuing lack of social cohesiveness or feeling of community in most parts of the 

scheme, despite the passage of years. It is reflected mostly in the lack of community

wide organizations ol any sort and concomitantly, in the lack of the kinds of leadership 

that exist in more established communities. 14 Thus the catalyst agent provided the 

necessary initial impetus to forming farmer organizations, which otherwise would have 

been lacking. 

B. Value Influrnces 

There are also some consid erations that derive not so much from structural (role) 

relationships as from normative (value) orientations. Arthur Maass, who has previously 

analyzed irrigation management experience in Spain and the United States emphasizes 

.that individuals have many different competing values. Which will prevail in specific 

:situations depends on the way that situation is defined by others as well as by one's 

-sel. 15 Farmers, like others, are motivated both to pursue their own advantage and to 

-value the security and solidarity of their community. Norms of personal gain and of 

iairness to others co-exist in some tension. Which set of values will influence behavior 

- the more selfish or the more altruistic - can be affected by the kind of "public 

space" described previously, where generous and cooperative action is more readily 

justified than self-serving behavior. 

Whether people choose to seek individualistic or collective solutions to identified 

problems also is affected by the climate of opinion around them. The Institutional 

Organizers in their discussions with farmers emphasized the value of fairness to all, of 

equal sharing of water, and they also advocated the strategy of group responsibility. 

While not all farmers would be moved by this reasoning and this ethic, for many the 

balance could be 'tipped in such a direction by the group discussions led by the 

Organizers. To be sure, the resulting cooperative action produced benefits (Pareto 
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optimal -- basically nobody lost while some gained), so this reinforced a normative 

orientation which supported more group-serving behavior. We are not saying that 

values by themselves determine action, independently of "interests." But some 

influence of mobilizing normative orientations seems to have been involved. 

C. The Nonpolitical Status of the Catalyst Agents
 

Farmers not needed
only reassurance that the farmer organizations would get 

official recognition but they also needed assurance that their efforts would not be 

quashed by government agencies or politicians for. political reasons. 5ri Lanka is a 

heavily politicized country and farmers have numerous experiences with organizations 

that became so identified with party political interests that only certain sections of the 

community were benefited. It was thus crucial that the Institutional Organizers could 

identify themselves as nonpolitical and as serving all farmers regardless of political 

affiliation. 

One farmer recalled that at first "the farmers thought this (program) was a 

political stunt." Another noted, "At.the outset, the Institutional Organizer went to the 

homes of the farmers and explained the farmer organization program. Later meetings 

were organized and Farmer Representatives appointed. Initially farmers notthe did 

have much faith in what the Institutional Organizer had to say. The farmers know of 

many societies and organizations which proved to be failures. The people were tired of 

these organizations. They thought that the farmer organization would be like the other 

organizations that failed. Because of this the Institutional Organizers had to work very 

hard to convince farmers that the farmer organization is different from the other 

organizations." 



The 	Institutional Organizers were employees of ARTI, a research institution, and 

were associated with an American university. This may have helped to establish the 

Institutional Organizers' non-political status in the eyes 	of the farmers. Of greater 

importance, however, was the fact that the Institutional Organizers actually lived with 

the farmers and constantly showed interest in their problems. One farmer explained, 

"He (the Institutional Organizer) came as a complete stranger to us. For the first day 

or so we had doubts and suspicions about him. But he -spoke to us with kindness and 

sincerity and we started to trust him." 

The 	 Institutioral Organizers are university graduates. Graduates were recruited 

in part because they were easily available through government recruiting agencies and 

in part because it was felt that they would be able to absorb the necessary training 

-more easily than would recruits with less education. We feared, however, that there 

;.V/ould be a social gap between the Institutional Organizers and the farmers. In 

.practice, no gap appeared. The Institutional Organizers' status as graduates has proved 

-tD be an advantage, as it has facilitated their relations with Irrigation Department and 

Tother officers. Once the Institutional Organizers began living with the farmers, they' 

came to strongly identify with farmers' problems. Farmers came to refer to 

Institutional Organizers as "our sons and daughters," thus according them a niche in the 

farming community.16 

IV. 	 Conclusion: Lessons from Gal Oya 

The farmer organization experiment in Gal Oya has had considerable success, 

though we are mindful that still much strengthening remains to be done, and there can 

still be setbacks. 17 As we have shown, the use of Institutional Organizers as catalyst 

agents has succeeded in producing a large number of small farmer organizations that 

http:community.16
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have 	greatly improved water ,nanagement practices and relations between farmers and 
Irrigation Department officers. We attribu.e this success to certain practices or that 
may 	 be relevant to other programs aimed at improving water management in large 

irrigated settlement schemes. 

These principles can be summarized as follows: 

The 	organizations should be hydrologically based,the organization should share and jointly control a 
that is, the members of 

single source of water
such as a field channel turnout. 

(2: The organizations should be small enough to be both self-managing andsocially viIa"e. In Gal Oya we found that 10 to 20 farmers constituted a 
suitable size. 

(3) 	 In a si:~:ation where there is a high probability that farmer organizationswill 	become politicized and thereafter serve only the interests of certainsegments of the population, it is Imperative tt the catalyst programdevelop and maintain a non-political character. Apart from the usualpolitical divisions this becomes all the more important in an area that has a 
multi-ethnic community where each ethnic group supports a differentpolitica p--:y. 

4) 	 In a large irrigation scheme where water is controlled a id operated by both.a government and byagency farmers (albeit at different levels), it isimportant that links are forged 1etween the two so that an environment ofmutual respect is fostered and is conducive to the effective working of the
irrigation system. 

(5) 	 Official recognition of the farmer organizations is necessary if the latterare to have any sustained impact decisionson relating to water 
management. 

(6) 	 While in traditional rural Sri Lankan villages, certain norms and disciplinesassociated with the utilization of water were 	an integral part of communitylife, 	they are r.0t automatically applied to water management in settlementschemes. Therefore while the concepts themselves are not new, they mustbe adapted and applied to the particular conditions of irrigated settlement 
schemes. 

(7) It was found to be desirable that the catalyst agent, while responsible for anindividual area, works as a part aof team that covers a larger area.Working as a member of a team was found to be an effective managementdevice that enabled the catalyst agent to share his/her experiences and tobring collective thinking to bear upon problems. 

(8) 	 The "learning process" approach afforded flexibility to the catalyst agentsuch that the program could be adapted to the particular conditions of each
farmer organization area. 
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(9) It was found that the fact that the catalyst agents were university graduatesmeant that they had useful status in the eyes of government Officials; at thesame time, the fact that they lived with the farmers enabled them to,:,ielop acceptance by the farmers. 

Successful farmer organization programs can perhaps be developed without using 
catalyst agents. The necessary factors are the existence omeone with the time 
and energy to create the organization , (2) guarantee of influence over the decisions 
of government officials responsible for managing the irrigation scheme, an (3P 
evidence of dedication to serving the farmers' interests. There have been some isolated 
examples in Sri Lanka of government officers who have created farmer organizations to 

improve water management. 19 

Yet we feel that catalyst agents can and probably should be used in most cases. 
-Catalyst agents can demonstrate their dedication to serving the farmers' needs much 
-more easily than can government officers, havewho many other responsibilities 

:anyway. 

Two important matters remain to be tested. First, all of our experience has been
 
-with Sinhala-speaking farmers in the head and 
middle areas of the Left Bank. We are
 
just now beginning to 
 work with the Tamil-speaking farmers in the middle and tail of
 
the system. Both 
 the ethnic differences and the difference in water availability will
 
affect the program. Because we have adopted 
a learning process approach, we will
 
modify the program as needed. However, we 
do not yet know what modifications will 

be required. 

Second, we intend to withdraw most of the Institutional Organizers from Gal Oya 
in the next year or two. What will happen then remains to be seen - how strong the 
organizations have become on their own, whether feelings of "dependence" the 1Oson 
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have been avoided, whether official cooperation will continue. Creating such social 

infrastructure as farmer organizations is akin to building the physical reservoir and 

channels; some up-front investment is needed, but also there are some maintenance 

expenses. We have planned on having a few experienced los remain in the inarea an 

"ombudsman" role, to continue training new Farmer Representatives, and to trouble

shoot to keep the organizations strong. 

We are expec:ing the committees of Farmer Representatives to have an officially 

recognized decision-making role in the operation of the Gal Oya system. One indication 

of the good performance of the program is that the senior officers of the Irrigation 

Department agreed (unanimously) in June, 1983, to link a four-tiered structure of 

farmer organization into a new Irrigation Management branch of the Irrigation 

Department. The Zganizational models and favorable experiences in Gal Oya and also 

at Minipe (N. G. R. .e Silva, 1982) provided justification for giving farmers a larger role 

in water management, from the field channel level up to and including the entire 

project area. 

We would like to thank Hammond Murray-Rust for reviewing this paper, though all
responsibility for the exposition rests with us, loosely, collectively. Because the paper
was drafted in three locations (New Delhi, Colombo and Ithaca) in successive drafts, we
have not been able to coordinate our formulation and emphasis on all points. Thus
authors may feel somewhat differently about various points made in this collective 
draft. We expect further refinement and reconciliation of our presentation once we can 
talk more about this draft in January. 
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Notes 

1) Too little is known uf the soils of Gal Oya. In 1970, the Farmer Commission'sevaluation of the Gal Oya scheme (Sri Lanka, 1970) recommended that thorough
soil studies be done before any rehabilitation was undertaken. No such study has 
been done yet. 

2) Although one could see that water was flowing through upstream fields and into
the drainage canals, large additional land areas were irrigated with that water.
No determination of the amount of land irrigated with drainage water has beenmade nor has the amount of water actually "wasted" been estimated. The extent 
of re-use remains to be measured. 

3) David Korten, a member of the team that visited Gal Oya in January, 1980, was aFord Foundation advisor to the National Irrigation Administration in Manila at the 
time. 

4) According to the Irrigation Ordinance, farmers are responsible for themaintenance of the last half mile of field channels and distributaries (tertiary andsecondary caL.as). In addition, it is assumed that farmers will solve some of theirown conflicts. As a practical matter, the Irrigation Department has had neigherthe personnel nor budget to operate and maintain all of its responsibilities in GalOya or any other large system. However, prior to the Water Management Project,
the Irrigation Department publicly maintained the position that it was controlling
the system down to the farm turnout. 

5) The rotation systems were devised by the farmers on each channel. Half of thegroups that instituted rotations chose to close head-end field turnouts first su asto send water to the tail for one or two days before taking water at the head ofthe field channel. We find it significant that one-fifth of those that began withhead-end-first systems switched to tail-first systems when the initial systemproved ineffective while none of those who began with tail-first systems changed.
In other words, where farmers switched it was to more probably equitable
arrangements than to ones less equitable. 

6) These were not necessarily the same farmers as farmers could do either or both.Only 2% of those saving water were giving up three of their five days' issue; .55% were closing their channel for two days; and 53% were saving one day of water for 
the tail enders. 

7) Note that the Irrigation Department itself has helped create this problem by theattitude that all irrigation systems are the same. As a consequence the IrrigationDepartment sets a single policy for the whole country that may well be harmful in a particular situation. For example, the Irrigation Department policy is that allfield channels should carry one cusec of water and serve 30 acres without regardconditions. dates firstto soil The of issue of water for each season have
previously been set on an island-wide basis. 

8) In fact the meetings are not held every month. During particularly busy monthsfor farmers, they are often not held. At present about eight meetings are held 
each year. 
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9) The invitation came at a meeting betwen Farmer RepresentativesGovernment and theAgent in February 19S2 at which the -Farmer Representatives soughtto have the area authorized for irrigation in the upcoming dryfrom 5000 acres season increasedto the more usual 15-20,000 acres. The agreement by theGovernment Agent theand District Agricultural Committeeallocation to 12,000 acres to raise thewas seen as a victory for the program, though in factthe decision merely followed the usual pattern.
that the farmer organizations heiped to influence 
Still, the public perception was

the deci&-nn. See Murray-Rust(1983). 

10) We have not encountered the kind of resistance which might have been predictedon the basis of 'Wade's analysis of major irrigation scheme administration in India(1982). His is a controversial though not undocumented account.
 
11) Olson's analys:s has stood for 
a long time in the literature, butsome persuasive is now receivingcriticism as too individualistic and as internally inconsistent

(Kimber, 19S1; Runge, 1984). 
12) This role of "ieazership" bearing the costs of organization in peasant communitieshas been discussed by Popkin (1979), and the specific needassurance probiem" to handle "the(as more important than "the free-rider problem") is dealtwith by Runge (1981 and 1984).
 
13) Farmers frequen.ly 
 refer to IOs in very f"riendly andbelow. Such friendship has been found 

cordial -terms, as noted
importan* in the community organizingwork of the Ind-an Social Institute (Volken et al., 19d2:7.5). 

14) The Tamil areas thein scheme
generalization. In the 

form an important exception to thisTamil areas, whole villages were relocated;traditional leaders exist and continue to exert influence. 
therefore, 

15) "Each individual plays number of roles in his life and each role can lead him to a 
a 


unique response 

respond to issues 

to 
-
a'given choice situation. Thus individuals have the capacity to
to formulate their preferences concerning
ways, including what they believe 

them -- in several
 
to be good for themselves, largely theireconomic self-interests; what they believe to beoccupational, social, 

good for particular sectional,or religious groups; and what they believe to be good for thepolitical cornmunzy. .The difference among these becan definedbreadth of view. in terms ofResponses are community, rather than privately, orientedextent that individuals have given greater to the
emphasis to their estimates ofconsequences theof their choices for largerresponses that 

the community. Furthermore, theindividuals give anyin choice situation will depend in significantpart on how questions are asked of them.questions are worded, 
This means not simply the waybut the total environment in which they are anddiscussed." Maass (1983:23). He cites put

an experiment where people took differentpositions (even privately) on the question of birth control according to what theyperceived to be the prevailing norm of those around them. 

16) See footnote 13 above. On
Chapter Esman 

the general strategy of using such "catalysts," see8 in and Uphoff (1934). A similar strategyThailand has been used into reach and organize the rural poor, relying on informal procedures forforming groups and selecting leaders, following the same methodology of visitinghouseholds (Rabibhadana, 1983). There local officials, however,the farmers' organizations, and it is very clear 
were a barrier to

that the organizations could not 

http:frequen.ly
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have been set up by or through officials. In Gal Oya, such officials, initiallyviewed as part of the problem became part of the solution. 

17) 	 The program managed to survive two major blows during the summer of 1983,first the loss of almost two-thirds of the 10 cadre when the government opened upseveral vhousand teaching positions with more job security than the IOs could begiven, and then the communal violence in the country at the end of July. The GalOya 	project area was spared violence during the time when there were 	outbreakselsewhere, though cannotwe know to what extent the farmer organizationprogram contributed. (Gal Oya spans settlement areas of the two ethniccommunities and beenhad the scene of previous strife, as recently as 1981.)Tamil irrigation engineers have been working in recent years quite closely andamicably with mostly Sinhalese farmer organizations, and Sinhalese FarmerRepresentatives have 	 stated that there should be a single water managementorganization for all farmers in the area 	regardless of language. A new batch ofSinhala-speaking 1Os has been trained and deployed, carrying the organizationaleffort forward, and a batch of Tamil-speaking organizers have been fielded in thetail-end areas despite the various difficulties. 

18) 	 We have been impressed with farmers' determination to keep their organizations
from becoming politicized. Even some of the previously most prominent andpartisan farmers in the area have, after initially opposing the program, acceptedits non-partisan orientation. One even remarked to us that "politics is cancer forfarmer organization." He said that once farmers and officials work cooperativelytogether to solve irrigation problems, farmers will 	 have no reason to seekpoliticians' hep and interference. The District Minister, recognizing the value ofnon-political farmer organizations, has avoided personal involvement with them.For a few days during the 1983 national election campaign, spokesmen for bothmajor parties in the district made the farmer organization program an issue (proand con), but apparently behind-the-scenes advice from farmers led both to dropthe issue and the program did not become embroiled in partisan politics as was to 
be feared. 

19) A documented example is the creation of water management committees inMinipe scheme (N.G.R. de Silva, 1981). The driving force behind 	
the 

that experimentwas Godfrey de Silva, who at the time was the Deputy Director of Irrigation for
the district that includes the Minipe scheme. 
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